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The Internet of Things

“Sensors and actuators connected 
by networks to computers”

- McKinsey & Co.
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The Internet of Things (IoT)
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The Internet of Things (IoT)
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Some wild projections
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Jan Rabaey, “The Human Intranet – Where Swarms and Humans 
Meet,” IEEE Pervasive Computing Magazine, January—March, 2015 
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Computers : People
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IoT in Everyday Life
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Intranet(s) / Internet of Things
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A Security Disaster
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1http://fortifyprotect.com/HP_IoT_Research_Study.pdf

• HP conducted a security 
analysis of IoT devices1

▶ 80% had privacy concerns
▶ 80% had poor passwords
▶ 70% lacked encryption
▶ 60% had vulnerabilities in UI
▶ 60% had insecure updates



Securing the Internet of Things

• Rethink IoT systems, software, and applications 
from the ground up

• Overall transformative goal: end-to-end security
▶ Unencrypted data never leaves embedded devices
▶ All infrastructure computation is on encrypted data
▶ Data isn’t decrypted until viewed by end application
▶ Services cannot compromise data because they cannot see it

• Make an end-to-end secure IoT application as 
easy as a modern web application

• And easy for users to deploy and use
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Secure Internet of Things 23

Obj-C/C++, Java, 
Swift, Javascript/HTML

embedded C
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3G/4G,
TCP/IP

Ruby/Rails,
Python/Django,
J2EE,  PHP,  Node.js

IoT Security is Challenging

• Complex, distributed systems
▶ 103-106 differences in resources across tiers
▶ Many languages, OSes, and networks
▶ Specialized hardware

• Just developing applications is hard
• Securing them is even harder

▶ Enormous attack surface
▶ Reasoning across hardware, software, languages, devices, etc.

• Hardware companies who need software help
• Valuable data: personal, location, presence

• Rush to development + hard ➔ avoid, deal later
15



Architectural Principles

• End-to-end: consider security holistically, from 
data generation to end-user display. 

• Transparency: we must be able to observe what 
our devices are saying about us. 

• Longevity: these systems will last for up to 20 
years and their security must too.
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Secure Internet of Things

Homomorphic Encryption 

(Gentry, Stanford University, 2009)

• Take a sensor value S, encrypt it to be Se

• It is possible to perform arbitrary computations on Se

• So confidential analytics possible, but not yet practical
▶ Computations on Se are 1,000,000 slower than computations on S

• But can be fast for specific computations (e.g., *) 
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Secure Internet of Things

1st

4th

Distributed Computation
• Multiple parties want to jointly compute a statistic, 

aggregate, or value (e.g., average)
• Each party encrypts value, performs multi-round 

communication with cloud and/or other parties
• Each party obtains result without revealing value

▶ Trades off communication for less computation
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Model Today
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• Transport-layer security (TLS) between 
devices and cloud services

• Internet applications: we control one end point
▶ Can install new certificates, observe data

• IoT applications: we are a transit network
▶ Can’t see or control what happens on either end



Intrusion Detection

• How do we build an intrusion detection system for 
our smart home?
▶ Can’t see what data our devices are transmitting
▶ They could be compromised and we’ll never know  

• Enterprises solve this by installing new certificates 
on endpoints, allow IDS to look inside TLS, filter 
trojan horses from email, etc.
▶ We don’t control these devices, can’t install new certificates
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Independent Checks
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“Safari is set by default to block all third-party cookies.  If 
you have not changed those settings, this option effectively 
accomplishes the same thing as setting the opt-out cookie.”

- Google, 2012



Stanford Student Eavesdrops on his PC….
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This is a big deal

• Federal penalty (2012): $22.5 million
• State penalty (2013): $17 million
• Class-action consumer lawsuit:  ???
• Europe:  ???
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Communication Architecture
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monitor

• Allow us to
▶ Inspect
▶ Audit 
▶ Interdict
▶ Modify



Communication Architecture
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monitor
monitor

monitor

monitormonitor

• Defense in depth
• Need new crypto constructions



Architectural Principles
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1995: SSL 0.2
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A Truism
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Anything connected to the Internet needs to be patched 
regularly to bugs, or it becomes vulnerable to vandals 

who will break in and commandeer it to their own ends.



20-year Cryptography

• Devices need to be able to support ciphers that 
are used 20 years from now

• Add extensible cryptographic accelerator: silicon is 
cheap and BLE dominates the SoC

• Designing a 20-year crypto processor
▶ Symmetric crypto: S-boxes and P-boxes, an instruction set
▶ Public key crypto: several very different constructions
▶ What if quantum computers are real in 20 years?
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Gateways to the Rescue

firewall firewall firewall firewall



Many Challenges

• Limited energy
• Limited storage
• Delay-tolerant networking

▶ disconnection, not always on

• End-to-end security
• Handle them once

▶ avoid repeated errors and security flaws
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Why Now?
• Technology has just reached the tipping point

▶ BLE, iBeacon, 6LoWPAN
▶ 32-bit Cortex M series (embedded: 500 nA sleep current)
▶ Intel Edison (gateway: 15 µA sleep current)
▶ Sensors, energy harvesting circuits
▶ Cloud capabilities: future Xeon with FPGA

• We've been waiting
▶ Leaders in prototyping, cryptographic computation, IoT 

networking, secure systems, analytics, and hardware design

• But it's still early enough
▶ Most big applications haven't been thought of yet
▶ Let's not repeat the web (as good as it is for publications)
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Our goal
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A team of two developers can develop a 
complete, secure IoT application, from hardware 
to cloud services, in 3 months, using tools 
developed by the project. All user data will 
remain secure and confidential even if the 
gateway or cloud servers are compromised.



Thank you!
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